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About Faculty of Management Studies (FMS)

Faculty of Management Studies (FMS) established in the year 1996, is running three post-graduate courses: (i) 

Master of Business Administration (MBA), (ii) Master of Business Administration in Business Finance 

[(MBA(BF)], (iii) Master of Business Administration in Business Economics [MBA(BE)], and a graduate course: 

(i) Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA). Beside this, Ph.D. program is also running in different areas of 

management. The faculty aims at providing quality conscious managerial manpower for the industries by infusing 

right mix of competencies, styles, and the Vedic values in the would-be managers. The faculty has established itself 

as a world-class teaching and research institution, and is involved in consulting and training programmes for the 

industries.

Gurukula Kangri  is a deemed to be university u/s 3 of UGC act 1956, fully funded by UGC/Govt. of India, and has 

been accredited 'A' Grade by NAAC. The Vishwavidyalaya was founded on March 4, 1902 by Swami 

Shraddhanandaji. This institution was established with the objective of providing an indigenous alternative to Lord 

Macaulay's education policy by imparting education in the areas of Vedic literature, Indian philosophy, Indian 

culture, modern sciences and research. Arya Samaj has been advocating women's education since the day it was 

founded. As part of its policies for the upliftment of women in the country, Kanya Gurukula Campus, Dehradun was 

established in 1922 by Acharya Ramdevji as a second campus of women's education. To give real shape to the 

dreams of Swami Shraddhanandaji, Kanya Gurukula Campus, Hardwar was established in 1993.
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Gurukul Business Review (GBR), is a double-blind peer-reviewed refereed journal of 
Faculty of Management Studies, Gurukul Kangri (Deemed to be University). It started 
its journey in the year 1996 and since then it is disseminating its research-based 
knowledge to the academia and the industry both. The journal is published annually 
and is available in electronic (e-ISSN No. 0973-9262) and in print (ISSN No. 0973-

1466) format. For the upcoming GBR 2021 issue call for papers is in progress.

GBR aims to publish theoretical and empirical research articles, case studies and book reviews posing exuberant and 
transformational implications to the academics and business community. The focus of the journal is on publishing 
articles that are addressing the development and challenges evolving up in the different fields of management (human 
resource management, marketing, communication, leadership, organization behaviour, entrepreneurship, business 
ethics, operations management or finance) followed by the empirically proven solutions, and suggestions, having the 
potential to solve the real-time business problems.

!  Files should be submitted in Microsoft Word format.

!  Published papers will use the affiliations of each author at the time of the original submission. No changes can be 
made at any stage in the review/publication process.

!  Accepted papers must fully adhere to the guidelines.

Before submitting a paper please go through the section: Guidelines for the author 
and Manuscript requirements on the journal website www.gurukulbusinessreview.in

!  Authors should keep in mind that papers are evaluated on a page-to-contribution ratio.

!  During the review process, including at the conditional accept stage, manuscripts may be subject to additional 
methodological screening that may require the submission of additional information (e.g. analysis code; analysis 
output; original data).

The following brief checklist provides a quick reference for you to follow during your submission and manuscript review 
process.

!  All new manuscripts should be submitted electronically. Electronic submissions should be uploaded to the 
Journal website.

To clear the editor’s desk your writeup should be straightforward, thought-provoking, 
supported by strong evidence and in accordance with the aim, scope, and guidelines 

of the journal.

!  We encourage you to have a colleague peer review/ proper proofread of your paper prior to submission to the 
GBR. To maintain masked review, please acknowledge your peer reviewer(s) and include other author notes in 
the letter to the Editor.

 For more details visit www.gurukulbusinessreview.in

!  Any actual or potential data overlap with previous studies should be noted and described in the letter to the Editor. 

!  Papers submitted should not be under coexisting consideration at another journal.

!  Papers that violate the spirit of the guidelines (e.g., papers that are single-spaced, papers that use footnotes 
rather than conventional referencing formats, papers that greatly exceed 50 pages), or which do not clearly fit the 
mission of the journal will be immediately returned to authors without being reviewed.

!  All manuscripts must adhere  to  the Harvard Style (check the Manuscript Requirements) of referencing.
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The 15th issue of GBR was released by the renowned Indian lyricist (Bollywood), Shri Sameer Anjaan


